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We met when students at the University of Rome
in the early ‘60’s

Then I went to Florence and then to the USA

When back in Rome in ‘70 we came in close contact, 
also with our families

At present we are both at Roma Tre and our offices are
a few meters away

I have a half-century-long friendship with Mario





One can say that the application of QCD starts with the Nobel
winner papers by Gross & Wilczek and by Politzer in 1973



Sure enough there has been a pre-history with very 
important works
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but the systematic application of QCD to physics started in ~’73



In ‘73 three groups were active in Rome at:
Roma 1 “La Sapienza”, Istituto Superiore di Sanita’ and 
Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati 
(Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” was born in ‘82 and Roma Tre in ‘92)
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The QCD related activities had already started before
Gross&Wilczek and Politzer
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With Symanzik, Giorgio Parisi was very influential on the
study of physical implications of anomalous dimensions

In this paper he studied structure functions in λφ4 with 
λ< 0, a theory discussed by Symanzik as a field theory model 
for Bjorken scaling

This paper was cited by Gross & Wilczek
and by D. Gross, Asymptotic Freedom and QCD - a Historical
perspective, Nucl. Phys. B (Proc. Suppl) 135(2004)193



Here limits on logaritmic scaling violations are derived from the
existing data

This paper was cited by Politzer



In ‘73 in our group we were studying hard processes
in the parton model (with scaling)

a λφ3 
field theory
model
for scaling

the nucleon is described in terms 
of constituent quarks, each of them
with a parton structure. This idea is
still viable.



In ‘72 Mario evaluated the hadronic contribution to aµ from
e+e- crossections

they found: aµ = 68±9  10-9

Davier et al ‘10 (ArXiv:1010.4180): aµ = 69.23±0.42  10-9



Note: with errors in quadrature it would be
aµ = 68±6  10-9

see next talk by Bramon 



At that time Mario was interested in hard processes and was 
advocating a model based on extended vector boson dominance

e+e- annihilation, DIS, Drell-Yan were studied in this paper

cited 171It was a competitive model for some time
But predicted no jets in e+e-, and no suppressed σL/σT
in DIS, so it was later abandoned

Couplings vs mass of vector bosons chosen to get scaling



This is an important paper (together with the work by 
M. K. Gaillard and B. W. Lee, Phys. Rev. Lett. 33(1974)108)

cited 863

After Gross&Wilczek and Politzer we immediately turned
to study the implications of QCD

Cited by D. Gross, Asymptotic Freedom and QCD - a Historical
perspective, Nucl. Phys. B (Proc. Suppl) 135(2004)193



A quote from A. J. Buras

It was the first calculation of QCD
corrections to the coefficients of the
Wilson expansion in the product of two
weak currents



Application to charm decay

before charm was discovered!!



Then, in Frascati, working with Touschek (and Pancheri,
Srivastava, Etim), Mario became an expert in QED 
radiative corrections and the resummation of soft photons

With the advent of QCD Mario naturally turned into resumming 
soft gluons (see later)

Mario Greco graduated with a thesis on e+e- -> e+e-γγ
with B. De Tollis

Here are two papers on the QED corrections near the J/Ψ



One of the first papers where quark 
deconfinement  is discussed

It is shown that an exponentially growing hadronic spectrum
(a’ la Hagedorn) could be associated to a 2nd order phase 
transition into the quark-gluon plasma



This paper contributed to downgrading the “y-anomaly”
from a signal of new physics (right-handed charged currents)
down to a charm threshold + QCD-logs effect  



Eν

<y>
σνbar/σν

Eν

no QCD
or no charm

no QCD
or no charm

data today



cited 4080

The QCD evolution equations hand-written by me on the
‘77 preprint (scanned by KEK)

t=lnQ2/µ2



In our paper, formulated in parton language, with running 
coupling, the splitting functions are derived directly from the 
QCD vertices, making clear they are the same for all processes
(factorisation)

The polarized splitting functions were also derived by us
(not considered by DGL) in agreement with Ahmed&Ross
and Sasaki (operator method)



The evolution equations are now often called DGLAP 

before G&W and P!



These papers refer to an abelian vector theory
and also to a pseudoscalar theory

They ask the right question and extract the relevant 
terms from the dominant class of diagrams

But from their presentation it is very difficult to extract 
the useful results (for the vector theory). 



Exactly contemporary to us

More 
explicit
than G&L He knew G&L who are

quoted in the refs.:

non abelian

The limit x->1 is not
made explicit



This is the D. result “equivalent” to the evolution equations

Note: dG/dF W is what we call the gluon density in terms
of partons

~
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Among o(αs) effects this formula for the longitudinal structure 
function was derived



It took ~40 years to get meaningful data on the longitudinal 
structure function!!
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We said that in Frascati, working with Touschek (and Pancheri,
Srivastava, Etim), Mario became an expert in QED 
radiative corrections and the resummation of soft photons

With the advent of QCD Mario naturally turned into resumming 
soft gluons

In a series of papers with Curci and Srivastava he applied
those techniques to

• jets a la Sterman Weinberg
• resummation near the end point of phase space

x -> 1 in DIS, τ -> 1 in Drell-Yan

[Unfortunately Giuseppe Curci is no more with us]



Here the QED formalism of coherent states is applied to QCD



k2T= E

k1T= Eδ2ε

Probability that a fraction ε of total energy 2E is outside
a cone of semi-aperture δ (Sterman-Weinberg ‘77 resummed)

cited 118



DIS near x = 1

Drell-Yan near τ = z = 1

cited 157

resummed π2

Resummation near the 
phase space end point
is and important issue
in QCD



Mario Greco
at a Moriond 
meeting in ‘80

There he gave
 the talk
“Soft gluon effects
in QCD processes”.



The theory of Drell-Yan processes was much advanced in
Rome

• NLO QCD corrections

• Transverse momentum distribution
Perturbative
    
Sudakov double logs
 
Matching of perturbative and Sudakov terms

• Resummation
Large π2 terms 
Logs of (1-τ)

Parisi ’80

Curci, Greco ’80

Altarelli, K. Ellis, Martinelli ’78, ‘79

Altarelli, Parisi, Petronzio ’78
K. Ellis, Martinelli, Petronzio ’81, ‘83

Parisi, Petronzio ’79
(following and correcting
Dokshitzer, Dyakonov, Troyan’78)
Curci, Greco, Srivastava’79

Chiappetta, Greco ‘83, ‘84
Altarelli, K. Ellis, Greco, Martinelli ‘84

The “K factor”



~27 years ago at CERN we computed the W and Z
 pT distribution in QCD

GA, K.Ellis, M. Greco, G.Martinelli ‘84

W

UA2

UA1

Z

Here all relevant ingredients
were assembled correctly.
Later only refinements



Bozzi, Catani, De Florian, Grazzini’03-’08
Yesterday the W&Z, today the Higgs!



I leave to the following speakers to describe other aspects 
of the scientific activity of Mario and also what he did later 
in QCD

I make to him my best wishes of a long and happy
sequel of celebrations for 75, 80, 85,....100 anniversaries

And also I make to him my compliments for the 
co-foundation of these by now classical meetings 
in La Thuile

Thank you!


